IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Trent House is definitely the be all and end all of bars in Newcastle.

Are you listening? Banana?
BECKS BIER REAL ALE

The BEST jukebox ever in the world.

IT'S NO GOOD, WE CAN'T GO ON LIVING A LIE. I NEED REAL LOVE. THE KIND OF LOVE THAT ONLY THE TRENT HOUSE CAN GIVE ME...

I'M SORRY DARLING, BUT IT'S OVER.

CHEAP BEER!
"MODERATELY GOOD HUMOURED HOUR & A HALF" 5.30 - 7.00 PM
★ 10p OFF A PINT

The TRENT HOUSE
LEAZES LANE NEWCASTLE

How to get there:
No matter where you live the Trent House is never more than a few hours away.

TRENT HOUSE
RUN to your nearest station
Get a TRAIN
to Newcastle Central
Take the METRO
to Haymarket
then follow the crowds
Several years ago when I broke a mirror I remembered the superstition about ‘7 years bad luck.’

Two years later I entered a competition to win a holiday for two in Paris. Needless to say I lost.

Mrs. F. Leighton
Rugby

Ladder Lucky

My husband recently bought a small pair of aluminium step ladders from our local D.I.Y. centre.

Luckily I do not think there is sufficient room for anybody to walk under them.

Mrs. D. McNaughton
Burnley

Onion
Ladder

My mother, who is 69, is not a particularly superstitious person. Consequently I do not have any stories about her which I can relate.

Mrs. P. Wilson
Norwich

Onion Eating

While cooking a meal for my husband recently I stopped to eat a pickled onion. I have had several more since and enjoyed them all.

Next week I intend to buy a new jar.

Mrs. S. Hunter
Macclesfield

Tell us about your crazy food fetishes. A fiver for the best letter.

You?’ASK
WE
?7
?ANSWER

I have often wondered why trains go faster than bases.

Mrs. E. Edwards
Cheltenham

Well Mrs. Edwards, that certainly is a puzzle. We rang British Rail enquiries who told us that modern trains can travel at anything up to 125 mph (Miles per hour).

Buses however are subject to the national speed restriction of 70 mph (60 mph on a single carriageway) and 30 mph in a built up area, i.e. one in which the street lights are less than 200 feet apart.

Is there something baffling you? Write to us, and we’ll answer. ‘You Ask, We Answer’. Viz Comic, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP.

You READ THE LIVELIEST LETTERS IN VIZ

I wonder why English restaurants don’t serve the feet when cooking rabbits. After all, the French eat frogs’ legs.

You never know, it may bring good luck to those who dared eat them.

P.A. Walton
Chesterfield

Lucky Elephant

A friend told me that the ornamental elephant on my sideboard should point towards the door and that it was bad luck to have it pointing towards the television. I laughed at the idea, but I did turn it round as she had suggested.

Ten minutes later I won the pools.

Mrs. K. Harrison
Surrey

“Why are you taking Daddy’s trousers to the shops?” said my 3 year old daughter recently.

We were going to the launderette!

Mrs. A. Kingsley
Dunbarton

That’s a big lemon,” said my 3 year old daughter during a recent visit to the shops.

She was pointing to a grapefruit!

Mrs. A. Kingsley
Dunbarton

That was my 3 year old daughter recently.

Do I get five pounds?

Mrs. A. Kingsley
Dunbarton

Write to Britain’s liveliest letters page at: Letterbox, Viz Comic, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP.

Dr David Jackson

wants to know about your sexual problem

A READER WRITES:

Dear Dr Jackson,

I am 29 years old and have been happily married for the last six. Recently I have become aware of a growing desire to fondle my own buttocks. I have been doing this two or three times a day, whenever my wife and children are out of the house.

However I now feel a strong urge to go outside and fondle my buttocks in the garden shed.

I am scared to talk to my local GP as he is a close friend of the family. Should I tell my wife? I am scared that she will leave me.

PL, Warwickshire.

Have any other readers experienced similar urges? Perhaps you have fondled other parts of your body. Write and tell me about it. Write to: Dr. David Jackson, Viz Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP. Please mark your envelope ‘SEXUAL PROBLEM’.
WHERE'S THE TOILET?

Here's a chance for you to test your powers of observation. Every issue we feature a photograph of a toilet taken somewhere in the UK. Do you recognise the urinals pictured below? Perhaps you've used them recently. Study the picture carefully and try to work out where it is. If you're stuck, the answer is printed below.

KILLER WASP SEX VICAR IN GAY NAZI STORM

By our INVESTIGATIVE STAFF

A village vicar has denied taking part in moonlit ceremonies involving naked women. And Rev. Stanley Compton has denied allegations that he is a leading member of a gay nazi movement in the quiet village of Todhamlet.

CHILDREN

And we were unable to find any evidence to support claims that 64 year old Compton was having sex with under age children, some of them boys. But in an outhouse adjoining his home we found firewood, two buckets and a rusty lawn mower.

HORROR

Local residents told us the Rev. Compton came to the village in 1954 and has lived there ever since. They described him as a quiet man, a non-drinker who didn't socialise much but often arranged jumble sales or garden fetes.

NAKED

Reg Dixon, owner of The Golden Lion Hotel in the village told us he had never heard rumours connecting the vicar with midnight sex ceremonies. And his daughter, a shapely 16 year old, told us she was unaware of any satanic activities in the village.

The Rontel Dogibus

"I don't know how I'd manage without it."

Mrs B. Essex

ONLY £7.95

One size fits all
Are You SEXY?

Fellas - Here's A Chance To Find Out!

What makes men sexy? What is that vital ingredient that turns women on? Is it their haircut? Or their eyes? Or perhaps the kind of trousers they wear. Even the experts are unsure.

Here's a chance for the fellas to find out just how sexy they really are. Simply answer the following questions A, B or C, tot up your final score and then see how your total compares with our experts' sex ratings.

1. Are your trousers:
   A. Baggy round the waist
   B. Comfortable
   C. Tight and bulging

2. Which of the following do you smoke?
   A. No cigarettes
   B. Ordinary cigarettes
   C. Foreign cigarettes

3. You are heading for the bus stop and a bus is about to pull away. Would you:
   A. Run for it
   B. Walk and hope to catch it
   C. Stop and light up a cigarette

4. If you nipped out of the house to buy a newspaper, how would you walk?
   A. Hurriedly, tripping from time to time
   B. At a medium pace
   C. Slowly, swaying from side to side

5. If you went out for a meal, how would you travel?
   A. On a No. 14 bus
   B. In a taxi
   C. In a flashy sports car with a throbbing engine

6. You are in a restaurant and the waiter offers you a starter. Which of the following would you choose?
   A. A small bowl of pea soup
   B. A couple of poached eggs
   C. An enormous wedge of juicy melon

7. You wake up one morning feeling sexy. What would you do?
   A. Get up and have a cold bath
   B. Go back to sleep
   C. Go out and buy a pair of leather underpants

8. You are at the cinema watching a movie with a friend. What would you do during the interval?
   A. Go to the lavatory
   B. Buy an ice lolly
   C. Put your sunglasses on

9. Which of the following pets would you prefer to keep?
   A. A parrot
   B. A small hamster
   C. Several large dogs

10. If you went fishing, how much underwear would you put on?
    A. Lots of warm, woolly underwear
    B. A small amount of underwear
    C. No underwear at all

**SCORING**
A — 1 point
B — 2 points
C — 3 points

**YOUR SEX RATINGS**
Less than 10 — Dull and unattractive
11 to 20 — Rather ordinary
21 to 29 — Pretty saucy
Maximum 30 — Ooh la la!

---

SHOP BY POST

Say "Goodbye Insect" with NEW

INSECT HAMMER

Easy-to-use 5lb Deluxe model

KILLS ALL INSECTS!

including ANT FLY WOOD LICE

ON SALE NOW!

Insect Riddance Ltd WC3

AFFIX SLUGS TO FLOOR WITH NEW

 SlugNails

NEVER FAILS!

£4.99 for 6

Slugfix Ltd Box 271 Leeds

YOUR OWNSlug with NEW

"WORM SCISSORS"

Chop worm into 2, 3, 4... any number of pieces!!
ONLY £12.99

CUTWORM PRODUCTS LTD
Box No.577 Hemel Hempstead
God's Heroes IN AMERICA

SEEK YE THE FABLED TIMESLIP® AND BRING TO ME YE COMICS HERIN, AND I'LL LET YOU HAVE YOUR OTHER GLOVE BACK.

TIMESLIP

New & Old Comics, Science Fiction and Cinema. Imports arriving every week.

PRUDHOE PLACE (off Haymarket)
NEWCASTLE (0632)619173
FAT PEOPLE ‘EAT TOO MUCH’

-Cream Buns named in Shock Food Report

Eat too much and you could get fat, according to a report published this week. Specific foods singled out for attention include cream buns, chocolate cake and jam doughnuts.

According to a survey carried out for no particular reason, many people in Britain are already overweight. And the report goes on to claim that people who are fat:

- take up more room than other people
- wear bigger clothes
- are more likely to damage furniture.

**CHOCOLATES**

We took these startling claims onto the streets to gauge the public’s reaction. Mrs Hilary Foster, 46, agreed that cream buns were fattening, while her friend, 40 year old Margaret Harrison claimed that she had occasionally eaten chocolates but suffered no ill effects.

**SWISS ROLL**

Shopkeeper Paul Willis, 27, admitted that several fat people had visited his shop in the past and had purchased food items among other things. The manager of a nearby restaurant refused to comment on claims that fat people were among his best customers.

**TRIFLE**

A woman we later watched enter the restaurant was visibly overweight, but refused to tell us what she was eating or how heavy she was. Her husband then became abusive and we were asked to leave the premises.

A spokesman for the British Medical Authority told us he had not seen the report, and did not wish to make any comment.

---

WIN £1.00
IN OUR TERRIFIC VICAR JOKE COMPETITION

Everyone knows a joke about vicars. So we are launching a super competition to find the funniest vicar joke of them all!

Write and tell us your funny vicar joke. In the next issue we’ll be printing the finalists and giving you, the readers, the chance to pick a winner. And there’ll be a prize of £1 for the funniest joke we receive.

To get the ball rolling we asked a few pop celebrities for their favourite vicar jokes. Here are some of the suggestions we received.

**WHY DID THE VICAR GO TO THE HARBOUR?**

To see the tumble sail.

**WHEN IS A VICAR’S DOOR NOT A DOOR?**

When it’s a-tar.

**WHAT IS THE BRIGHTEST DAY IN A VICAR’S WEEK?**

Sun-day.

**WHY DID THE CHICKEN CROSS THE ROAD (OPPOSITE THE VICAR’S HOUSE)?**

To get to the other side.

Send your vicar jokes to: Vicar Joke Competition, Viz Comic, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP.
BILLY BOTTOM
and his zany TOILET PRANKS
(Certificate: Peurile)

Sounds canny good like, but I'm just gunna drop a log right now. Cheers mate.

...Yes... Perhaps at a slightly more convenient...

Soon... Atla...

Krunch!!

Sid THE SEXIST

MIGHT GET ME OATS HERE!

Lush Love Computer Dating Agency

Pardon?

Sydney Smut? 3-15?

Aye, that's me...

Saucy Sid, I've got the gift o' the gab!

HOW OLD ARE YOU?

Old enough pet, old enough.

18 to 24, or over 24?

Ooh, I'm not a virgin like, not me, no way!

I CAN PULL OWT ME MAN... JUST FOR A LAUGH

I didn't have to come here y'knaa, it's just for a laugh

I'm interested in ye, y'look like a dorty woman!

I'm not a vrgin like, not me, no way!

What are your interests

Sydney Smut? 3-15?

Aye, that's me...

Saucy Sid, I've got the gift o' the gab!

There's nont wrong wi' my form, I'm always on form, for the bords like!
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WHO IS HE? WHERE DOES HE COME FROM? WHO KNOWS THE SECRET OF...

AND IN THE WINKING OF AN EYE A DRAMATIC TRANSFORMATION HAS TAKEN PLACE!

IT'S A QUIET MORNING IN THE CITY AND MILD MANNERED REPORTER BARRY BROWN IS HEADING TO WORK WHEN SUDDENLY...

HELP! HELP! A ROBBERY IS IN PROGRESS!

LOOKS LIKE TROUBLE. THIS COULD BE A JOB FOR THE BROWN BOTTLE!

INSTANTLY BROWN HEADS FOR THE NEAREST PHONE BOX...

NOT A SECOND TO SPARE.
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Mr. Rudewords

I MUST TRY NOT TO BE VULGAR TODAY!

Perhaps if I begin with a harmless visit to the shops...

In the street...

Hello there, Mr. Rudewords

Knicker elastic!!

Bleedin' fruitcake!

Oh dear, I think I've let myself down again.

Ah! Here's a chance to redeem myself. I'll stop for a polite chat with the vicar.

Good morning my...

Tits!

Bottoms!

Bras!!

Oh dear...

Oops! I think I just dropped another clanger!

Why can I never carry on a normal, casual conversation?

I simply have to learn to control my language!!

Well, what a pleasant surprise it is meeting you, Mr. Rudewords.

Ah!

Toilet seats!!!

Eek!!

It's no good... I simply can't go on like this. I'll have to change!

G... G... G... Good... G... Good morning! G... Good afternoon... H... H... Hello!!

That's a bit better.

Good morning and good afternoon, hello there! Good evening to you...

Fruit shop

Inside...

Good morning. What would you like?

I'm rather interested in your melons.

... by jove, I think I've got it!

Sod off! You vulgar beast!
MEANWHILE FULCHESTER BOSS TOMMY BROWN HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO SELECT HIS UNSETTLED RESERVE KEEPER TERRY JACKSON FOR UNITED'S VITAL CUP CLASH WITH MUCH FANCIED ROSSDALE ROVERS... BUT WITH THE GAME ONLY SECONDS OLD TERRY JACKSON, I ARREST YOU FOR THE ATTEMPTED MURDER OF BILLY THE FISH. BUT... BUT...

HIGSCM, THE BOOT CLEANER FOLCHESTER REJECTED AS AN APPRENTICE forty years ago, makes THE TEA. MEANWHILE AT THE GRIMTHORPE TRAINING CAMP: DISCREDITED HYPNOTIST ROMANO HAS BAD NEWS FOR EVIL TEAM BOSS GUS PARKER... STRANGE, IT'S NOT LIKE OLD ALF HISON, THE BUST CLEANER FULCHESTER REJECTED AS AN APPRENTICE forty years ago, to make THE TEA!

WHO IS BEHIND THE STRANGE OCCURRENCES AT FULCHESTER STADIUM? IS BILLY THE FISH DEAD? AND ARE UNITED SET FOR AN EARLY CUP EXIT? FIND OUT IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

I'M AFRAID I HAVE BAD NEWS FOR YOU MR PARKER. MY HYPNOSIS HAS PROVED TOO MUCH FOR THE CAPTIVE YOUNG FISH KEEPER BILLY THOMSON IS DEAD!!

BY HALF-TIME FULCHESTER HAD ALMOST COME TO A STANDSTILL. TWELVE-NIL DOWN AT THE INTERVAL. A DISAPPOINTING FORTY-FIVE MINUTES FOR UNITED! THEY'LL HAVE TO WALK THEIR SOCKS UP IN THE SECOND PERIOD.
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A mere 28 years of age and with only 3 record releases to his name, Billy Bragg is already being hailed as one of the angriest young singer/songwriters of the decade.

And song titles like 'Life's a Riot' and 'Which Side Are You On?' give fair warning to would-be listeners that for Billy Bragg pop music is a very serious business.

**ANGRIEST**

'The Bard Of Barking' as he is known to his family and friends, first came to wide public attention with the release of his earthy, emotive EP entitled 'Between The Wars'. It was a top ten hit, but as Bragg admits 'Between The Wars' wasn't one of his angriest songs.

"I was in quite a good mood the day we recorded it and although the song turned out pretty grim it wasn't quite as angry as it could have been."

**ANNOYED**

However another track on the EP, 'Which Side Are You On?' sees Bragg at his angriest. "I was really annoyed about the miners' strike at that time. I ended up in the studio swearing at the engineer and throwing things at the producer. Eventually they managed to calm me down a bit, but I must have broken at least a dozen guitar strings recording that one track."

Born in 1957, it wasn't until 1983 that Billy made his first record. But a talent for wrathful songwriting had been evident from an early age.

"I was pretty bad tempered as a baby," he recalls. "At times I'd get furious and throw my food about the room."

"Then one day at school I was particularly angry. I didn't like the system. I had gone red in the face and was beginning to pull my hair out. I was taken to see the school nurse. She suggested I tried harnessing my energy by starting to write protest songs."
The strength (pictured above) have shot straight in at No.1 in this issue's Top Ten singles chart. Their £1.00 cash bribe secured the top slot for their debut single 'Severence'/Understanding You'.

And Maidstone's Killer Rabbits (below) have a surprise hit on their hands. Due to total lack of competition their single 'Captain Marvellous', much played on pirate radio in the south east of England, has flown in at No2 despite a token bribe of only one penny.

Do you and your band have a single that you'd like to see in the charts? The Viz Top Ten is open to all recording artists no matter how small or unknown. And unlike the other charts our Top Ten is totally independent and free of 'hyping' and dominance by the major record labels. It gives you, the smaller bands and labels, a chance to buy some chart action at prices you can afford.

Send us a copy of your record plus a bribe. Obviously the more you send the higher your record will go. Each bribe is valid for one issue's chart only. Remember, all Top Ten slots are up for grabs in our next issue so get those records rolling in. Send them, together with a cash bribe to: Viz Top Ten, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2SP.

The Killer Rabbits must be the most unlikely pop group in Maidstone. For not only do they have an unlikely name, but their keyboard player appears on stage wearing a hat shaped like a penis.

The current line up has been together for over two years now, but the band's history of unusual clothing goes back a lot further. As long ago as 1980 drummer Morgan Rabbit was wearing women's clothing in a band called The Toolsheds. Killer Rabbits' debut single "Captain Marvellous" is a new entry in the current Viz Top Ten, and the band are hoping to build on this success with a short tour of Holland this summer.
THESE TWO TOY DOLLS L.P.'s ARE SO GOOD WE DON'T NEED TO ADVERTISE THEM. BUT WE THOUGHT WE'D SHOW YOU A PICTURE OF THEM ANYWAY...

AND OUR SHOP IN NEWCASTLE IS SO GOOD WE DON'T NEED TO ADVERTISE THAT EITHER. SO HERE'S A PICTURE OF A SHOE. PERHAPS YOU COULD TRY COLOURING IT IN OR SOMETHING.
THIS IS A STORY OF HEINOUS CRIME. A STORY OF CRUEL INJUSTICE IN A WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN BY...

THE BOTTOM INSPECTORS

...BUT THEIR PEACE WOULD NOT LAST...

KNOCK! KNOCK!

WHO COULD THAT BE I WONDER?

WE HAVE COME TO LOOK AT YOUR BOTTOMS!

OH NO! THE BUM INSPECTORS!

BOTTOM INSPECTORS! FROM THE OFFICE OF BOTTOM INSPECTION!

BARE YOUR BOTTOMS!

YOUR CHILDREN BOTH HAVE SMALL BOTTOMS, PERHAPS A LITTLE TOO SMALL.

OH DEAR ME

YOUR WIFE HAS A FLABBY BOTTOM...

WITH A PIMPLE ON THE LEFT BUTTOCK

WE AREN'T DOING VERY WELL ARE WE MR. SMITH?

I THINK NOW IT'S TIME TO LOOK AT YOUR BOTTOM

I'M AFRAID IT'S NOT YOUR DAY MR. SMITH - YOU HAVEN'T WIPED YOUR BOTTOM PROPERLY!

OH DEAR... OH MY... OH... ERM... OH

SILENCE!

WE ARE SENDING YOU TO A BOTTOM CORRECTION CENTRE, WHERE YOUR BOTTOMS WILL BE FIXED IN CLAMPS, AND YOU WILL BE SUBJECT TO BOTTOM DISCIPLINE AT THE PLEASURE OF THE CHIEF BOTTOM INSPECTOR!

CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE!!
REMEMBER ME, OLDS? I'M THE BOY WITH A BUM LIKE THUNDER!

I'M HELPING MY DAD DO SOME DECORATING!

BIG BOX OF MATCHES

PAINT-STRIPPING IS CERTAINLY EASY WITH YOU AROUND, SON. ARE YOU READY?

RIGHT ON!

AT THE PARK... I'M REALLY HOT, AND THERE'S A WHOLE COACH PARTY QUEUING FOR ICE CREAM, BUT A BOTTOM-BURP SHOULD PUT AN END TO THAT!

WHAT A SPANKING I HAD! I'LL GO TO THE PARK TO AVOID FURTHER MISCHIEF!

A LITTLE LATER...

HELLO JOHNNY! I'VE TRYING THIS STICK FAR ENOUGH FOR MY DOG BINGO!

ONE OF MY STRONG PUMPS MAY HELP ME TRY WITH THE STICK BETWEEN MY BUM CHEEKS!

NOT TOO HARD JOHNNY!

PHUTT!

YIP!

YIP! IT'S NOT MY DAY!!

DON'T WORRY JOHNNY, HE WAS NOT A WELL BEHAVED DOG, I'M PLEASED REALLY. HERE'S A TENNER FOR YOU!

MY LUCK SEEMS TO BE CHANGING. I'LL FEAST ON THIS CASH!

THERE IS NO WIND SO THIS LITTLE BOY'S BOAT WILL NOT MOVE. MAYBE I COULD RISK A GENTLE BUM-BREEZE TO HELP!

YAK! AN UNCONTROLLED PUMP!

ALL THAT WATER UP YOUR BOTTOM SHOULD KEEP YOU OUT OF PUMP-MISCHIEF FOR A WHILE! HOHOHO!

HELLO HELLO HELLO, I'M P.C. PUMPHREY AND THAT WAS MY SON YOU GUZZLED INTO THE POND. YOUR BUM PRANKS ARE A PROPER NUISANCE!

I'M THE PARK-KEEPER AND I WAS ABOUT TO REMOVE THE POND WATER TO CLEAN IT!

THAT GIVES ME AN IDEA!

ALL THAT WATER UP YOUR BOTTOM SHOULD KEEP YOU OUT OF PUMP-MISCHIEF FOR A WHILE! HOHOHO!

SLURP! GUGGLE!

HOHOHO!
HURRICANE HEATHER

SHE CHANGES
THE WEATHER

A FISH SPOTS THERJC
AND TRIES IT ON

LATER - ON TOP OF
A VERY HIGH CLIFF.

HELLO? ERIC,
WE ARE LOOKING FOR
SOMEONE TO TEST OUR
NEW FLYING
MACHINE.

EXCELLENT! THAT'S
JUST WHAT THE
COMPUTER PREDICTED
WOULD HAPPEN.

His l.q.
is less
than 2

Eric Daft.

LATER - ON TOP OF
A VERY HIGH CLIFF.

JUMP!
This is the telly guide you can use every day of the week! You simply fill it in yourself. Just run through the columns filling in the times and names of all tonight's programmes. Pick any star appearing on TV tonight, fix their photo in the space provided and fill in the caption below. Then you can sit back with your feet up and decide what you'll be watching on telly tonight. (Remember to write in pencil so you can re-use your telly guide tomorrow).

---

**ITV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Channel 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BBC1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BBC2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXCITING ADVENTURES OF FIDO**

ONE DAY... WHEN SUDDENLY!!!

...NEXT WEEK, FIDO SNIFTS BONZO'S BOTTOM.

---

**PLANET BORE**

MORE CRAZY ADVENTURES NEXT WEEK.
Stamps
from only 1p.

Available in a wide range of sizes and colours.

THE POST OFFICE
There's a branch near you.
YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. BRIAN AND I ARE IN LOVE. AND ONE DAY WE'LL BE MARRIED.

JUST LEAVE HER. SHE'LL BE ALRIGHT. SHE'S JUST SO YOUNG. THAT'S ALL.

I DO LOVE BRIAN AND ALWAYS WILL. I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU SAY.

Camilla slammed the door behind her.

I THINK MUMMY'S RIGHT, DARLING.

YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. BRIAN AND I ARE IN LOVE. AND ONE DAY WE'LL BE MARRIED.

OH MOTHER!

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT, DARLING. AND REMEMBER, I LOVE YOU, BRIAN.

Their parents called it 'Puppy Love', but despite her tender years Camilla Johnson knew her love for Brian would last forever. And she intended to prove it...

IN LOVE AT YOUR AGE. YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO KNOW THE MEANING OF THE WORD.

OH I DO HOPE SO.

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I THINK MUMMY'S RIGHT, DARLING.

YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. BRIAN AND I ARE IN LOVE. AND ONE DAY WE'LL BE MARRIED.

OH MOTHER!

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT, DARLING. AND REMEMBER, I LOVE YOU, BRIAN.

Their parents called it 'Puppy Love', but despite her tender years Camilla Johnson knew her love for Brian would last forever. And she intended to prove it.

IN LOVE AT YOUR AGE. YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO KNOW THE MEANING OF THE WORD.

OH I DO HOPE SO.

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I THINK MUMMY'S RIGHT, DARLING.

YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. BRIAN AND I ARE IN LOVE. AND ONE DAY WE'LL BE MARRIED.

OH MOTHER!

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT, DARLING. AND REMEMBER, I LOVE YOU, BRIAN.

Their parents called it 'Puppy Love', but despite her tender years Camilla Johnson knew her love for Brian would last forever. And she intended to prove it.

IN LOVE AT YOUR AGE. YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO KNOW THE MEANING OF THE WORD.

OH I DO HOPE SO.

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I THINK MUMMY'S RIGHT, DARLING.

YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. BRIAN AND I ARE IN LOVE. AND ONE DAY WE'LL BE MARRIED.

OH MOTHER!

CAMILLA, DADDY, AND I THINK YOU'VE BEEN SEEING A LITTLE TOO MUCH OF BRIAN LATELY. PERHAPS IT WOULD BE BEST, IF...

I'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT, DARLING. AND REMEMBER, I LOVE YOU, BRIAN.

Their parents called it 'Puppy Love', but despite her tender years Camilla Johnson knew her love for Brian would last forever. And she intended to prove it.

IN LOVE AT YOUR AGE. YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO KNOW THE MEANING OF THE WORD.

OH I DO HOPE SO.
But little did her parents know Camilla already had plans to prove them wrong. That night she met Brian in a quiet pub.

"I've got the tickets. Our train leaves at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning."

"Oh Brian, London sounds so wonderful. We'll be so happy there, together!"

"Yes, you can get a job in showbusiness, and I can become a professional footballer. Then we'll get married."

"Yes we're going."

That night Camilla silently packed her bags and left a tear stained note for her parents.

"It was a long, sleepless journey filled with the exciting hopes and dreams of the life that lay ahead. The miles slowly drifted by until at last their train was pulling into a bustling Kings Cross Station."

"Oh Brian, London is so big!"

"Yes, darling. So many people, faces without names."

And soon she was back in Brian's arms. But this time to stay.
YOU KIDS MUST BE NEW IN TOWN. YOU LOOK LIKE YOU COULD USE A CUP OF TEA.

WELL, ERM...

WE CERTAINLY COULD.

I'M AFRAID WE ONLY HAVE £15 BETWEEN US. IT'S OUR LIFE'S SAVINGS.

YOU CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL WHO YOU TALK TO AROUND HERE. BY THE WAY, I DON'T SUPPOSE YOU TWO HAVE ANYWHERE TO STAY TONIGHT?

I'M AFRAID NOT.

WELL FUNNILY ENOUGH I'VE GOT A FLAT YOU CAN USE, BUT YOU'LL HAVE TO PAY ME £200 CASH IN ADVANCE.

AH WELL, THAT'LL DO.

HERE'S THE ADDRESS. SEE YOU AROUND.

That evening Brian and Camilla looked up the address the stranger had given them. Tired and lost, they asked a passerby for directions.

Exhausted and penniless the young lovers settled down for a night on a rain-soaked park bench.

OOF. FULLCHESTER GARDENS. I'M AFRAID YOU'RE FORTY YEARS TOO LATE. IT WAS BOMBED DURING THE WAR. IT'S JUST A CAR PARK NOW.

OHH! BRIAN YOU'RE SUCH A COMFORT. TOMORROW I WILL GO TO THE CLUB IN THE WEST END. THE ONE WHICH A STRANGER RECOMMENDED TO US WHILE WE WERE ON THE TRAIN. AND I WILL GET A JOB IN SHOWBUSINESS.

DON'T WORRY DARLING WE MAY HAVE LOST OUR MONEY, BUT WE STILL HAVE EACH OTHER.
P.C. Victor Foxtrot

The Strictly No Nonsense Copper

Excuse me officer, could you help me across the road?

I'll help you down the nick in a minute, Mary Bleedin' Poppins!

Now piss aaaaaf!!

Nearby...

It's a goal! Yippee!

Wah!

Punt!

Ooops!

Erm... Can I have my ball back please?

Listen, Tinkerbell. I'm the Poliss, right?!!

You don't mess with me!

Now scram!!

K-thudd!

Umph!

Now then, what have we here?

Come on grandad, shift your arse!

But I'm just waiting for a bus.

Oh yeah? And I suppose you must be Cinderella, eh? Move along now.

But... my bus...

I said move it!

That was absolutely uncalled for! I shall be reporting this...

Are you comin' at me with that stick?

Bit of a smart arse are you?

Oof!

Klonk!

Right! Now move along!!

Yaaagh!!

I said move along!!

Right son! You're fuckin' nicked!!
The next morning Camilla visited the club which had been recommended by a stranger whom they had met on the train. But she was in for a big surprise.

Shocked and in tears, Camilla rushed back into Brian's waiting arms.

OH BRIAN! OH BRIAN!

OH DEAR, EVERYTHING HAS TURNED SOUR FOR US IN LONDON, BRIAN.

YES, OUR DREAMS LIE IN TATTERS, WHAT ARE WE TO DO?

OH MUMM, DADDY IT'S YOU.

YES, WE THOUGHT WE'D FIND YOU HERE IN LONDON WE'VE BEEN SO WORRIED.

AND WE NOW REALISE THAT WE STILL HAVE A LOT TO LEARN ABOUT LIFE AND ABOUT LOVE.

YES, AND NOW WE REALISE HOW WRONG WE WERE TO DISMISS YOUR LOVE FOR EACH OTHER.

OH BRIAN! IT WAS AWFUL.

IT'S ALL RIGHT DARLING, YOU'RE WITH ME NOW.

CAMILLA! BRIAN!

YES, DEAR, LET'S GO HOME.

Photography by Colin Davison. Restaurant supplied by Quicks, Newcastle. Pub courtesy of the Trent House. Ice Cream tray appears by kind permission of Tyneside Cinema. Special thanks to Amber and Ian.

THE END.
"Unfortunately our shops are rather ordinary, but we decided to advertise them anyway"

PET SOUNDS
RECORDS AND TAPES
Clayton St. West, Newcastle
Tel. 610749
36 Frederick St., Sunderland
Tel. 655615
New & second hand LPs, singles and EPs bought & sold

THE POLICE  Tel. 999

Raped? Burgled? Run Over?
Why not call the police

I'M SO HUNGRY I COULD EAT A PERSON

CHRIST! WHAT A HOPELESS IDEA FOR AN ADVERT

LOOK OUT FOR SPECIAL EVENING EVENTS AT THE CONCERT BAR See Press For Details

WILLOW TEAS

BRING YOUR OWN WINE
Good home cooking - Value for money
35a ST GEORGES TERRACE JESMOND
Mon-Fri 8am-9pm  Sat 8am-5pm
Ossie's Tattoo Surgery

Established 1962
Piercing Service
Autoclave Sterilisation
Ultrasonic Cleaning
International Tattoo Artist of the Year 1984-85
Registered Member of BTAF, TCGB, ETTAA
No person under 18 tattooed
Your work or mine

Hours: Tues/Wed 12-00-5-00pm,
Thurs/Fri 4-00-9-00pm,
Sat 10-00am-5-00pm
8 Byker Bridge Newcastle
Tel. 091-2653149

Try The Strawberry.
Gallowgate, Newcastle, England
A bottle’s throw from St James’ Park

THE ULTIMATE DOC MARTEN
The Boot To Get You Noticed Anywhere Except On A Zebra Crossing

Get your foot in this boot and get noticed. This is the boot you've all been waiting for. Black and White patent leather gives it the hardwearing shiny good looks that make it stand out anywhere except on a zebra crossing, or a giant chessboard. This 14 hole Airwear boot comes with the traditional Doc Marten sole, and is of the type currently being worn by various groups. Cut back on the Brown Ale and fags and all your other expensive vices and give your tatty toes a treat.

Mail order send £48.95, payable to Marden Saddlery P.O. Box 1ER NE99, allow 6-8 weeks delivery - as boots are made to order.

Looking for a pub with atmosphere?

TASTY FRESHLY BAKED BREAD DAILY
SCRUMPTIOUS ORGANICALLY GROWN VEGETABLES
DELICIOUS FREE RANGE EGGS
MOUTH WATERING GOAT'S MILK
SPARKLING GOATS', COWS' AND SHEEPS' YOGHURT
DELIGHTFUL WHOLEFOOD SNACKS

MANDALA WHOLEFOODS
MANOR HOUSE RD, JESMOND NEWCASTLE
WHAT IS THOUGHT.

THAT STRANGE BEING

THAT LIVES IN THE DEPTHS

OF OURSELVES, WITHOUT

CONSUMING A MEASURABLE

QUANTITY OF ENERGY?

PENDING DONALD'S AD SAID

ONLY LIGHT HOUSEWORK,

BUT HE'S COMPLETELY GAGA

I'D NEVER WORKED WITH

A 40-40 EGO BEFORE...

HE WAS OK

AS A BEATNIK,

I LIKED HIS GARABLE FLOW

PROFESSOR BROWN

SAYS DON'S QUESTION

TO GO RANDOM

NECESSITATES THESE PERSONALITY

CHANGES

I USED TO GET QUITE CROSS...

THE MEDDLING FOOL I'LL DESTROY

HIM...ONLY THE

EMBARRASSMENT OF HIS STUPIDITY

WILL BE LEFT,

I COULD EVEN TOLERATE

HIS CRITIC PHASE.

THE REVOLUTION IS

NOT AROUND THE

CORNER - IT'S

BENEATH YOUR

HAT?

I HAVE GROWN

TIRE OF ALL FORMS

OF RHETORIC!

BUT HE'S BEEN

A COWBOY FOR 3 MONTHS

NOW

THE NEW METHOD IS CALLED FLAP GRAFTING.

IT WAS INVENTED AND PERFECTIONED BY ONE OF

THE WORLD'S LEADING SPECIALISTS IN HAIR

LOSS PROBLEMS AND INVOLVES THE

POSITIONING OF COMPLETE FLAPS OF HAIR.

PROFESSOR BROWN

SAYS THAT HAIR describes

IS NOT THE REAL CAUSE

OF DON'S NEURITIS.

HE SUGGESTS HYDRO.

IS DON

ABOUL TO

ESCAPE INTO

FULFILLMENT.

IS HE A

GEMINI?

SEE NEXT

EPISODE

Reprinted from Biff comics.
© Biff products.
But how much do we really know about these small, often unusual things?

WHAT ARE INSECTS?
WHAT DO THEY DO?
AND WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?

INSECT
HOW SMALL ARE THEY?
AND HOW MANY LEGS HAVE THEY GOTT?

LENG
ARE THEY BLUE... PINK... GREEN... YELLOW...?

QUESTIONS... MYSTERIES... DARK UNTRAVELLED CORRIDORS DEEP IN THE CHAMBERS OF THE UNKNOWN.

WE MAY NEVER REALLY KNOW... ABOUT INSECTS.

DOORS WITHOUT A KEY... SECRETS HIDDEN FOR ETERNITY... UNRavelled KNOTS IN A WORLD WE CANNOT SEE.

NEXT WEEK: THE WEATHER

SERGEANT DEATH IN ISLAND OF DOOM
IN JUNE 1943 HELL ISLAND WASN'T THE PLACE TO BE IF YOU WERE WEARING JACK BOOTS... AAAAARH!

AND SERGEANT JOHNNY DEATH HADN'T GONE THERE FOR A PICNIC. HE MEANT BUSINESS.

NOT SO FAST, FRITZ!

SO LONG, CHUM... GRAAAGH!!

GOTT IN HIMMEL! ACHTUNG!! DE, ENGLISH DOG... UNG!!

YOUR NUMBER'S UP, COLONEL!

FOR JOHNNY DEATH A DAYS WORK IS OVER. OVER TODAY TODAY TOMORROW. MAYBE IN TIME WE MAY NEVER KNOW.

THE END
VIZ IS TOPS
SAYS BOB

And not long after Bob had placed a regular order for Viz, his 5-year-old crippled nephew, who specialist had given only seconds to live, was miraculously cured, and won the pool the next day.

FORTUNE

And while Bob and family were celebrating, they were joined by a distant aunt who had died, leaving them a fortune.

While hearing the good news, Bob's wife, Carol, 42, who had been sterile since her car crash, gave birth to triplets.

Yesterday Bob told us that Carol and the kids were all doing well, and looking forward to cashing their £500,000 premium bonds jackpot which had arrived that morning.

WINNER

So if you're looking for a little sunshine in your life, buy Viz! It's a winner!

A final word from Bob - "I would recommend Viz to anyone - it's a real fun value winner - for all the family".

Advertise

Subscribe to Viz Comic and have every issue delivered to you in the comfort of your own home direct from our printers. It's as easy as writing a cheque.

For a year's supply (six issues) simply send a cheque or postal order for £4.20 to Viz Comic Subscriptions, 328 Kensal Road, London W10 5XJ. THERE'S NO NEED TO BUY A STAMP - providing you already have one which you can use.

If you'd like to receive more than one copy of each issue please add £3.50 for each additional copy you require. All cheques/postal orders should be made payable to "Viz Comic".

VIZ COMIC No. 13 August 1985 © Chris Donald (Offshore) Ltd. / Simon Donald International 1985. All rights reserved. Editor: PETER MARINELLO Assistant Editor: PETER BONETTI Contributors: BIZ, ROGER RADIO, GRAHAM DURY, BIFF PRODUCTS, SIMON THORPE, JOHN ARMSTRONG, LES HEYWOOD. Contributions are welcomed but in the first instance please send photocopies and not original artwork as things may be spilled upon it. No responsibility can be accepted for unsolicited artwork. For a prompt reply please enclose a stamped addressed envelope. Editorial Address: VIZ HOUSE, 16 LILY CRESCENT, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE2 2SP (No callers without appointment please).
Instructions

1. Cut out your paper underpants.

2. Use a paper knife or scissors carefully following the dotted lines.

3. Do not machine wash your underpants.

4. To fold, fold the waist and tab, and tuck the opposite tab in, and tab in.

5. Insert into the underpants.